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Sine© 1908* wh&n th© first proportional ©sunter 
1 

was ©ojiotpuetod by IU iSuthopford mid H* coigor* It has 

bees widely used as on instriajenb f or the detection of 

atoialo particles# Qm of tho first ©aperimats on the 

characteristics of a eountor was imdo by 0* O* arid 

D* 0* hontgoeory**"' ‘fkay found that as tho voltage is 

Increased* tho counter pas so o through the ionisation 

region* W!>OPO tho Kagnituuo of the. ptilso for a contain 

ooimtor doponds solely on tho ionising ability of tho 

partlelo^i*©*, tho ehasbas* collect© only the original 

ions foHaed, and at higher voltages- there is a .region 

where gas amplification takes place* 'Over & volteg© 

region above the point at which gas amplification begins* 

tho pula© also was found to increase with the voltage 

while tli# sis© of pulses duo to different particles was 

still proportional to their ionising .abilities** Above 

tliis proportional region* what is called tho Go Igor 

region was poached whore pulses duo to all particles ere 

of tli© Qmm sis©.* there is no sudden transition 

the proportional to the Geiger region* A region of 

limited proportionality exists between the two whore the 

ratio of tho puls© sices of different particles approaches 

unity# but the si so of their respective pulses still In** 

creases with the voltage* 



iti0 advantage of the proportional region over the 

other regions of operation ©sterns to any ns© where gas 

Giapllfioation and a distinction between particles of 

different ionising abilities are desired. For example* 

whan alpha particles are to h© counted in tha prosenoo 

of an electron or ganraa ray background, th® proportional 

region is advantageous sine® it is possible to- distis-* 

guiah between the counts due to the alpha particles -and 

those due to the background because of 'the difference la 

puls© oisc* An advantage of gas amplification concerns 

the electronic ©quipaont needed* If a ©ouster wore 

operated with a gas amplification of 50, the amplifier 

used would only need a masdmaa gain of about 1,000, 

Shis moans a simpler ajiplifier -could be used than would 

be required if there were no gas amplification, and there 

WGuld also bo & bettor signal to noise ratio because of 

Mi© low gain* 

On® disadvantage of this region is a consequence 

of on© of its advantages: the fact that the gas cnpllfi- 

cation depends on the voltage applied between tho ®ylln» 

dor and the coaxial wire. Ho electronic equijaaant will 

remain perfectly stable with tiw, and Aon operating in 

th®- proportional region, a slight drift in the power 

supply used for the counter voltage will cause a. signifi¬ 

cant change in gas amplification* 5M.s disadvantage 

must be accepted, but in most experiments, suitable 

precautions can b® taken for its detection* 



Hasn Gii atomic particle passes through- the 

window of a c cantor and outers tlio chamber# it will 

collide with the gas molecules., OF atoms# and leave a 

stream. of ions in its path across the chamber* Sac 

number of ion pairs formed will depend On the particle 

considered# Baring a one centimeter path through air 

at ateoophoric pressure* an alpha particle will pro¬ 

duce on the average about 50*000 ion-pairs mils- a 1 

llsv proton will produce 12#O0© icn-pair©* and the 

average electron will produce between 50 and 100 ion- 

s 
pairs#' ih© electrons freed are the principal factor 

sine© they are light and can reach the positively 

sparged wire in a matter of microseconds* Uses© free 

electrons are accolcmtcd towards the eoss&al 'wire by 

the field and begin to ionise the gas on every collision 

when the energy gained in on© mean free path Is greater 

than the ionisation, potential of the gas* Siis gas 

amplification occurs in. the high field region .near the 

wire* She distune© from the wire at which gas amplifi¬ 

cation begins is dependent on the strength of the field# 

the dimensions of the counter., and ill© kind arid pressure 

©f gas used in the counter. 

Considering a counter of length 1 with a wire of 

radius a and a cylinder of radius b* w© can express th© 

electric field at a distance r fro® the center of its© 

wire by the formula 

r log©"*!! 
a 



whm>® t Is the voltage applied between M»e wive and Mi© 

cylinder* 

Suppose TO consider an electron that had a» initial 

energy of aero at am® point A and is bolus accelerated 

towards the wire by the field. In order to eaKnOste tfco 

distance Mils electron must travel before it acquires 

sufficient energy to ionise cm ©tea of 'argon* we. Mast 

evaluate the integral 
f*B 

- E(r 5 dr a 16*6© volts 
J S?A 

vliaro 15*6-9 volts is the energy the electron waet gdn in 

traveling from A to Bf I*©** ta© ionisation po-omtlal of 
4 

ergon* 

In order to shew that toy far the greater part of gas 

coaplifioatioa occurs £»■ Ms© vicinity of the wire* Ms© 
actual pimnmmuon is toeing reduced to a misli simplified 

model* All that is tool«§. considered arc the electrons* 

tlio field*, and Mi© atoms of the argon gas used In the 

counter* It will toe - assumed tliat. the electrons laalct per**- 

feetly elastic collisions with the argon atoms until they 

acquire the energy necessary to ionise an atom* Vlien tm 

electron ionises an atom* on© additional electron is freed 

and Mi© average initial energy ©f Mis two electrons is 

sea?©*- Using this model* the distance one eiaotroa suet 

travel .before It -acquire© the necessary 16*69 electron 

volt energy is calculated# Ebon -repeating tl® procedure 

for this electron and the newly .freed electron etc#* until 
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• the wire is reached, the graph shorn below is obtained* 

file points war© calculated taking the dinseasions of the 

counter- used in t!ds e^crlsant* as equal to the 

cylindrical radios* and ? as ©quel to 500 volts* - 

Shis allows that the sain contribution is made at 

distances from the contci* of the wire colorable to its 

radius* In foot* the point at which the electrons can 

acquire enough. energy to ionise in one mean free path is 

last about o» or two mean free paths fresi the surface of 

the «dr©* If all collisions were inelastic, the points 

near the surface of the win© would contribute own a larger 

percentage of the total number of electrons resulting from, 

the initial ionising overt. 

After the initial ionisation, several events might 

occur Mich will affect the magnitude and shspa of the result¬ 

ing pulse* OR© poasfblliby is that the electrons will never 

roach the wire boemis© of recombination# ‘Shis is the 
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process by which a free electron beecsoea attached to a 

positive ion* It i© unlikely to happen if the electrons 

are moving In a strong fio3,d sine© the positive and nsga» 

tiv© loss must case together without too rjueh 1:1ns tie 

energy* -f a counter Is operated tslth a strong field and 

at a low prosaursjj tiie kinotie energies of the positive 

raid negative Ions nould bo too great and thoy would bo 

soraratod too soon for imagination to occur* 

V&ieu rater vapor or certain kinds of gases are pro-* 

sent In the counter* the fa?©© electrons are likely fc© 

boGcrie attachod to or dissociate the uolocrOca* Because 

of thoir lot? itebilltics* soae of these torn my never 

read- 1 CLdQ %*ZjL ro In t&s© to contribute to the pulse* In tbs 

strong Hold near tlio wiro, those roXecules that do 

arrive In tisi© may not bo ©bl© to hold the captured ©l©©* 

trons* and a small anoimt of gaa eesipllflCGtioa will insult * 

‘3ho laagnitudc of this amplification will not bo nearly m 

groat as that duo to electrons that war© never captured 

sinso these electrons start ionising the gas itaich farther 

out from tho wire* 

Straggling in time of arrival at teo wire will always 

be present du© to collisions of tli© ©leetron© with the 

molecules* or ataxia* of tli© gas* fis# amount of tel® 

straggling sliould depend on the distance from tlio wire at 

t&ileii the electron© mm freed* 

She probability that on electron id 11 collide with 

a aialecul©* or atom* of a gas Is found to depend on tea 
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energy of tbs electron# When & rare gas suck as argon Is 

used* it is found that the probability of collision for 

slow speed electrons Is extremely assail* Sals is known 
S as th© RaasatiGp effect» 

ffc© magnitude of these events will depend on the 

kind of gas used* the pressure of the gas* and the amount 

of .impurities and water vapor present* 

She two characteristics studied in this experiiaent 

are s 

(1) *Fm variation of puls© height with the distance 

from the coaxial wire to the path of an alpha particle 

traveling parallel to the wire* 

(2) She dependence on the voltage of the ratio of the 

half width to the mean energy of the differentiated curve* 

In 1937 p the first characteristic mentioned was 

covered in work dm© by E*. Pollard anti (I* Brubaker# ifeo 

used a variety of different gases and studied this 

characteristic for each gas at various pressures* Defining 

the "edge to center ratio11 as the ratio of the pulse height 

caused by a particle traveling along the edge of th© 

counter to that caused by a particle traveling along the 

coaxial wire* they obtained the results shown below when 

the counter was filled with air* Ikes© results are typical 

of those observed when the counter was filled with air# 

nitrogen* hydrogen* carbon dioxide and methane* 
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8 / © i*. 
e« - >nviv. 

Shea tli© ©ouster was filled with argon* the edge to 

center ratio was found to be 0*8S at a pressure of 76 

eentiiaetors of mercury* 0*8 at a pressure of 40 eontls®tors 

of tsereury* and to deorease slightly a© the pressure wm ■ 

rodeoed* Sine© they found that tb© edge to ©enter ratio 

was independent of t&o sis© of til© wire used and of tbs 

strength of the field, the results sfoow that it is host to 

iis© argon at a pressure between 80 era* and SO ©!&*. of 

s&veury* The counter used in the present esperinenb was 

filled with argon at a pressure of 7*8 ©a. of Mercury* 

It is interesting to not© Pollard srnd BinsbalsBi**© 

results when .the counter ms filled wiifr oxygon* For this 

gas* tlis edge to ©enter ratio ms 0*3* very much lower 

then that for other gases# and showed no ©bang© with 

pressure*.' Most of the other gases tested showed an &*-■ 

ore as© in the edge to o©nt©r ratio as the pressure of the 

xsas decreased as is shown in the above graph* ibis 

could be attributed to the fact that oaygea is- lemma to be 
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a gas that readily picks up electron© traveling through 

it# 2a other words, th© electrons have very little 

ohaac# of passing through oxygen without becoming attached 

to Hi© oxygon molecule©, thus forming negative Ions* For 

a given rjas,. th© ausiber of negative loss forced should ia» 

crease with the. number of collisions sad therefor© with 

15io distance traveled# As the pressure is lowered# the 

number of collisions deereos© for a gives length.ef path, 

and so th© edge to oenter ratio is Improved# Wmn a gas, 

such as oxygen, is used, however,, a large number of noga- 

five ions will b© fomed by electron attachment even at th© 

lowest pressures used in a counter, and the edge to center 

ratio will always bo low# xhe results obtained by Pollard 

and Brubaker seem to Indicate that all of the electrons- 

freed in the Initial ionising event become attached to the 

oxygen molecules even at the lowest pressures used# If 

tails occurs at the lowest pressures, m increase in pres¬ 

sure would have no effect on th© edge to center ratio, 

Hh& gas dKiplifioatios could occur r*hen the negatively 

charged oxygen ©oleoulos enter the Mgh field region near 

th© wire# hi the presence of such a Mgh Held, th© 

oxygen taolsculos could no longer hold the captured electrons, 

and they would be pulled free from the molecules* 

In their paper, Pollard and Brubaker also gave 

results of jaeasursiaaiits made of the spread of the pulses 

observed as a function, of the- distance between the coaxial 





isir© and Erso beasoi path-# {ISao spread ros sttoourad so that 

Its lowsr Xtsait ms iti© minirRsn height and its upper 

X&ssit was tfecs nasdsiURi !is£Pht of the paisas observed GB an 

oscilloscope# It mo found that this spread wac indepoa- 

doat of the diataaee botmoa tlso ®ir© and the bossa path* 

DXSOU3G10B 0? AirdPATOS 

P c 

PigUTO 4 

A block diaspora of i£so apparatus used is shown, in 

M,UJS?Q 4* 

Sso ecr.mtai*» Q* won nods of a brass oyliiidor oa© 

isioii ;l:a dise-xtcs? and throe iiiolios in 2.0233th* ihe wiro 

oatopo tlio co'usiter tSiraugh. a glceo Kovor seal* tho S3U3?« 

face of wh&cla tmc iissd t&ore it os^tood tlio counter to 

prCToat surface eossluoiicm oaacotl by r<cisturo, 2h© tasid© 

of the ocuat-or mo carefully sandpapered and, eleaaod before 

being -sod* Sic baol^^ouad duo to m&ioaeiivo ecotaoina-* 

tic-a of brass is found to be osftroixly lo» v&voa aucla jg»o- 
7 

osaitions are tatea* 



k 5 rail, twigs ton wire was used in the counter with 

a glass bead on the end to prevent distortion of the field* 

itris wire was ©xaralned for possible pits and straightened 

trncten a- microscope before being inserted in the counter* 

It was then ©entered as near as possible along the axis of 

tk© counter* and the counter was then rotated until the 

weight of the wire centered it on tiro axis* 

. *Bie junction box* S* was constructed of brass and 

jpmmclsd to prevent stray fields fro® -causing; a 'high noise 

level# It contains a two stage preamplifier consisting of 

one stage of amplification and m cathode follower* ih© 

cathode follower was used to counteract the capacity of the 

coaxial cable leading to the linear amplifier and tins pre¬ 

vent a loss in the height and shape of the pals©* It was 

found to give a much sharper puls© than was obtained other¬ 

wise# 

flic regulated power supply used for obtaining the 

counter voltage was ©specially constructed for us© on 

counters# A 2X2 half wave rectifier was used with the grid 

bias of s. type 040 controlled by a 2053 regulator tub©* 

fha 20S3 is a high mu tried© which was designed especially 

for power supply regulation* Sine© negligible current was 

needed for the counter, it was possible to put a very larg© 

resistance-capacitance filter in the 'output to prevent 

ripples and corona discharges in the power supply from giv¬ 

ing false counts* Further precautions were iafeen by placing 
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tm additional filter capacitor in tbs junction boss and 

by waxing all sharp points» 

~£m linear asplifior need load been constructed with 

special precautions taken towards shielding* It lias a 

band width of about 1 megacycle and a maximum gain of 

several thousand. Storage batteries placed in shielded, 

boxes were used to supply the filament voltage for all 

amplifiers used* and the two stags preamplifier circuit 

was operated entirely on batteries* "Ehe use of batteries 

and the Shielding of all outside wires was ussdertaken to 

reduce the possibilities of ripples* A test of the linear 

amplifier with, a pulse generator and an oscilloscope 

showed that the amplifier had very little effect on the 

shape of the input pulse* 

The oscilloscope wm calibrated and used to find the 

noise level before and after each run* It also helped keep 

a chock on the operation of the other equipment* 

Utio bias settings of the discriminator and scale of 

eight scaling unit wore found to b© far from linear* and 

they ware calibrated with a Model 10S1 pulse generator 

sad© by the Instrument Development laboratories* Hi© gen¬ 

erator Itself had boon previously tested by G* C* Phillips 

and found to bo correct* His bias voltage readings given 

on all graph© presented are actual voltage readings obtained 

by moans of the calibration chart* 

A iracuwm scaled, brass pip®, i, is attached to the 

front of tha counter* this pip© is two feet la length and 



throe lashes in dimeter* At one ©ad of th© pip© is fch© 

source, S, which Is shout mm raillicurle of polonium 

obtained by depositing polonium on s Hirer, *£ba diatom 

between the sours© and the counter window is 23 inches* 

At the other ©nd of fee pip© is the counter and 

the mechanism used to vary the distance between the coax** 

ial wire and the path taken by the alpha particles* A 

diagram of this mechanism is given in Figure 3* It con¬ 

sists ©f a circular plat® of brass on© sixteenth of an 

inch thick and with a dimeter equal to the outside dia¬ 

meter-of the counter* Worn holes were drilled at measured 

distances from the center of the disk# fhey mm spaced 

so as to make the distance fro® the wire to the paths of 

alpha particles coming from successive holes differ by. 

equal increments* fhes© distances wore measured again* by 

means of a traveling microscope* after the holes wore 

bored, and the average of several, measurements are given 

in Figure 3* Us® four holes wore first mad® 0C0S
R In dia¬ 

meter, but it was found necessary to double the intensity 

of the particles entering the counter by doubling the 

area of the holes# Us© holes were then mad© so that, when 

mounted vertically, the. horizontal disaster was about twice 

fee vertical diameter* 

It was necessary to leave the vertical diameters un¬ 

changed for two reasons* first, fee eollimation of the 

baa® of alpha particles Is. more critical in the vertical 

direction* Second, it is accessory that there be sufficient 
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spa©© ■ between adjacent holes that the slide will expos® 

0110 , aid. only on©* hoi© at a time to the radioactive 

source » 

She disk was then soldered on the end of the two 

foot pipe* and the. window of the counter comentod on the 

outside surface of the disk* To prevent possible leakage 

between the counter and the pipe the edges of the foil wore 

painted with giyptal until only a narrow region covering 

the holes themselves was left* Using the disk as a support 

for idle window made it possible to have a thin window with* 

out the loss in intensity caused by a microphonia grid* 

The two steps to improve the intensity wore undertaken for 

other reasons than to gain more ©omits per unit time. 

They wore taken in consideration of the problem of eolliisa** 

tion sine© the only other alternatives would be to enlarge 

the source or move it closer* Th© thin window used* in 

order to minimis© scattering# was an aluminum, foil weighing 

0 milligrams per square inch* Talcing the air equivalent of 
0 

aluminum given by Beth© and Livingston* it is found that 

this thickness is equivalent to 0*4 -centimeters of air* 

Since alpha particles from polonium travel 3*8 centimeters 

9 
in air* the particles from the source will traverse the 

length of the counter when the large pipe is evacuated* 

ihe length of the two foot pipe and the small area 

of the holes were chosen so as to give a well collimated 

beam and to have the beam as near parallel to the coaxial 

wlr© as possible* The vertical spread of the beam of 

alpha particles after they enter the counter is 30 minutes 
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for the hole nearest the center and 45 minutes toT the 

second and third holes from th© center* Sins© the edge to 

odge distance between adjacent holes is on© sixteenth of an 

inch and the total vertical rise of an alpha particle after 

entering the chamber Is one sixty-foiirth of an inch, the 

beam from one hoi© will never enter the region covered by 

the beam from an adjacent hole* It can also bo seen that 

the respective beams will effectively be parallel to the 

coaxial wire* 

A, brass slide* as shown in Figure 5.* one sixteenth 

of an inch thick and with a slit slightly wider than the 

diameter of the holes was used* Before sealing the apparatus 

for vacuum tightness* a check was made to see that the slid© 

exposed only on© hoi© at a time to the radioactive source* 

and a calibration was made so that settings for the dif¬ 

ferent holes could be made after the system was sealed* 

To get reliable results* it was important that the 

pipe containing the source and slide be evacuated to as 

high, a degree as possible and that this vacuum was not dis¬ 

turbed in the course of the experiment* If the mechanism 

for moving the slid® changed the degree of evacuation of 

the pipe* the energy of the particles entering the counter 

would be changed* .and the comparison of different settings 

would moon nothing* 

Si order to control the slid© and preserve the 

vacuum* a sylphon bellow was used as shown in Figure 3* 

Although tli© total stretch needed to include all of the 



holes was almost twice th© nosiam stretch listed in the 

catalogs# the small number of times stretched for this 

apparatus would allow even a larger maximum stretch than 

was used* 

EXPEB2HBllg m> W8SGLTS 

Tm first set of data was taken for the change of 

pals© height with the distance of the hem from tine wire- 

when the counter was filled with 7*6 os* of 99+6^ pure 

argon* She gas ms passed through a fgOg trap placed 

between the tank and the counter* end after flushing, the 

counter two or three tins©* it'was filled to the above pres** 

sure* Hals and all later sets of data were taken within 

tweat3T*Xour hours after filling the counter to lessen th©' 

possibility that water vapor would enter the chamber from 

the brass mils and mix with the gas* 

Use two foot pip©, was evacuated* and the degree of 

evacuation was read on a pisaxd gauge bridge circuit* 2he 

bridge had been deviously calibrated with an ionisation 

gauge* and the final pressure was ©bout 10 ^ centimeters of 

Mercury* 

All of the electronic equipment* with the power 

supply set at the desired proportional region voltage* was 

turned on about one hour before a set ©f data was taken*. 

rihds was. accessary to prevent drifts in gain or* voltage- 

t&dck usually accompany the "warming up11 period* 



Slaves tier© then token plotting the corrected dia- 

erisiinatcr bias eetiings against th© saaaber of eotmfcs pas? 

tt?o saimtee when ©©©rating with a gas amplification of IS# 

®©s© curve© S3?© giimia in Graph 1* Also shown iaa Graph 1 

are th© resulting erntes obtained by finding th© slop© at 

various points on the original sat of curves* and than 

plotting slops versus ths corrected dlsorlmlmtor bias 

settings* fhe probable error da© to statistical fluetua* 

tiora is given by tlic formula 

0*645 
B*B* « 1000 

*Bm .number of counts* !!*, taken for each point 

plotted was never less than ©V5 meept for the last two 

points at the high bias end which bad very Blow counting 

rates* Hies© points are well past the half widths of the 

differentiated* or slope versus discriminator bias* set of 

curves* fhis would give the probable error as being slightly 

less than 8*5£ 

Uses© curves show the ©hang© in. pulse .height as -was 

detested by Pollard and Brubaker* and th© shapes of th© 

curves are essentially the .asm# Although data were taken 

for all four holes* that for th©. fourth hole out from th© 

©enter ms not used* It was found that the intensity of 

tlio alpha particles entering this hoi© was ©str@s©ly low 

which was most likely caused by th© glyptal paint* Warn 

other tin?©© holes were known to be all right* but there was 

doubt about the fourth on© at the tit’© of the painting* 
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.Sins© it would have taken too long to get enough counts for 

o. low probable error* the fourth hole was oaltted# 

liiio part or. the espeoplnaBt was repeated with a. mix¬ 

ture of argon and S/ carbon cliexldo to the counter at a 

psMsaus*c of r/#S ca.». of j^rcury# Hi© yxossur© was read froa 

a vacuum cause ishoao smallest division was 2/415
9 hut by 

finding the ratio of the voltKte of the cotmtai1 to that of 

too pipes in 'Jie oysteu* it was passible to f.ill the counter 

to such a way that the saalleat reading on tb© vacuus gauge 

inquired v/ao 5/411 * *2aree sets of data wore taken* One was 

■ taken when too counter was operattog in the ionisation 

regionf th© second was taken in tb© proportional region with 

a gas amplification of IGj- and the third wm taken in the 

propitious! region with a gas amplification of 33* H20 

results are slioirn. to toaihs 2* 3S and 4* It can bo seen 

that the moan puls© hois£rfcs tfeilel: is the bias Getting at 

the raaxSsassi of a differsatiatocl ©unra* is independent of the 

distance from the wire to tb@ hmsm of alpha particles for 

•all three sets of data ta!sen# Iho probable arras? for each 

point taken was never greater than 3/ esssopt for the end 

points mentioned to tli© first part of the experiuont* 

Graph 4 ©hows the mean pulse height of hole number 2 

to bo- a little lower than the mean puis© helots of the 

other holes* *IMs was not caused by a change of distance 

between toe sire and the beam path but to a drift to the 

power supply* Hie power supply was turned on about throe 

hours before toe sets of data wore taken for Graphs 2 and 3S 

but it was only on about on© hour before the points for 



G-raph 4 ws« taken* For this graph the kolas were taken 

is the order! 2* X* and 3# It Is evident that the power 
* 

supply- had not reached a stable voltage when data for hole 

msafeer 2 were taken because if the change in moan pals© 

heights was caused by a change in the distance between the 

wire and the bean path* it would not be In the order shown# 

Ha© amplifiers and the- discriminator- were checked before 

and after each rim and were found to b© stable*, but th® 

voXIasoter used'for reading the counter voltage could act bo 

road to less than 2 volts* On iho stoop part of the pro¬ 

portional curve used* a two volt- change in tit© power supply 

could easily have caused the assail differences ahosm* 

111© curves plotted when the counter was filled with 

argon show a maximum deviation in mean pulse heights of 

59$ while the maxiiMia deviation in man puls© insights when 

the mixture of argon, and carbon, dioxide was used is only 7fJ* 

As mentioned in th© above discussion* the 7$ variation was 

caused by a drift in th© po®er supply* IStthim oxporincntal 

orror* therefore-* the mean .pulse height is independent of 

th© distance between the wire and the beasi path when a mix¬ 

ture of argon and 2$ carbon, dioxide is used in the counter* 
lii© second part of the eaporissent was to. find th© 

dependence of th© ratio of the half width to the mean puls© 

height of the differentiated curve on the counter voltage 

used* In addition to the curves shown in Graphs 1 - 4* 

tills characteristic was studied at other voltages listed 

in the table given below# 
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.Gas. Used 
Counter 
Voltage 

Half V/idth 
to lloan 

Pulse Ratio- 

Signal to 
Hois© 
Ratio 

Argon 'SOO. 0*81 1 o 
«**-* 

Argon and C0o SSG 0.14 0 

Argon aim GQ« 
•&* 

405 0*15 :n «***■>* 

Argos and C0o $4* 500 0*21 S5 

itogon and COg 567 0*16 80 

Argon and G0ft <£> S80 0*15 91 

Argcsn and C0n &> 505 0.19 79 

Argon and C0o 680 0*84 108 

Argon and COr* 
4H* 

630 0*14 194 

*Bm M2 J? width, to s©an pulse ratios' i ibow fluctaxa- 

but the a?© Is no def ini to trend* 2h© fluetasations 

are attributed 1 to t!i© Inaccuracy in plotting ■ the dif** 

fex^eutlatod im 3?v©s» and It- is concluded that i tlio half 

width to mean puls© ratio Is ; ind©pendent of the counter 

voltage* 

GmmjmjM 

Si© j^tomasaomn that causes the bhang© Is ssean. puls© 

height with fell© distanc© from the wire fee the beam- path 1© 

pointed out is th© escporiiaent pesforsied by ?ollaa?d and 

Bsa&E^ssei’jt and this is the ©apian?© of electrons by the mole¬ 

cules of the gas# or water vapor*. is tbs ■ counters lather 

this is du© to easygen which n&£ht b© present Is Si© gas as 

as iapuslty ■ os to water vapor Is sot known* Attests was?© 

mad© to. find .out if o&ygen was ono of the fepwrlfciQSj 
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but tha office fromY/hich fcho argon was bought did not bairn 

the information# 

Straggling is tliss of in?r£val at the wire is another 

possibility#. For electrons having to travel a greater dis¬ 

tance .in order to reach the wire* there will bo sore ©el¬ 

usions.: mad© with the saol©mil©% ©a? atoms* of th© gas* .and 

the spread in tho tin© of arrival of the ©1#© tress will b© 

greater than for ©leetrcns starting soar the wire* ifiis 

moans that instead of having the high, narrow pale© that 

results when all of the ©lee Irons arrive in on© surge* 

straggling nill earn© ©acb individual pulse to b© ©sailor is 

height QBCI wider* In addition to increased straggling* the 

elootrom starting farther oat tmm the wire will be in a 

weaker field -and will make more eelXisIeaos which will in¬ 

crease their, chamos of bocaalng attached to a molecule# or 

atca% of itio gas*, 

2b© offset* resulting frees* 43b© addition of 2£ carbon 

dlcsdlcte to 43b© argon* on the variation of the isoan pulse 

lisigibt with the' distance frora tho wire to the bees path i® 

shown in Grajiho 8* S4 anrl 4* ibi anplanatlcn ©an be given 

by seams of th©' curves shown in Figaro S*10 



2h this graph* ?Qjr the mab©a? of collisions, per 

unit electron current, pcs? unit length of pat&j, por unit 

0 
prosaur© at 0 C5 is plotted as a Xisaction of - ill© energy 

of. m electron* Shea argon is used in the count©?* an '' 

electron will sale© almost perfectly elastic collisions with 

th© afcaas until it aecmlroo enough energy to Ionise th© 

gas# /Ms emrgy ec&craspands very closely to th© peak of 

the argon 'aa?^5 shorn in Figure 5* lbs energies of th© 

electrons viU* therefore* bo'In tbs range viher© the profe** 

ability of colliding with, an argon atom la very high* 

Sine© the electrons are- likely to rebound in any direction 

after making an elastic, impact, oven aiag- from the wire, 

their drift velocity will b© low# ‘ lifts would jack© all of 

Hi© possible phenomena uiontion-ad above Of Importance, and 

the mean pulse height would depend on tins distance between, 

the wire and the boasa path as is shewn la Graph 1* 

In Ms paper. Erode gives tin© fossaula for th© mown 

free path In ten® of V aa: 

P 1 m ..Jk— 
% 

where the pressur©, p* is in millimeters of aorewry* -and 

the man free path* l.., Is measured in centimeters* Using 

.ii&s formula* the mean free path of an electron in carbon 

dlo&id©* at the parosmia?© used in this esparlaisiit, is 

0*02 cm* Shia shows that th© aleeirons will ISBJJB collisions 

with the carbon dioxide siioloculos since the radius of the 

counter is 1«S cm#: How at a point half way between the 

wir© end the wall of the counter th© electric field is 

about 18 volts per millimeter ‘when the counter voltage is 



650 volts* Since the xmmifme path in carbon dlasddo is 

0*8 m** on electros s^ulcl not gain, store- than 5 or 4 electron 

volts energy before colliding wife a carbon dioxide melees!©* 

In such an inelastic collision* it is IShely tJmt fee 

oloefcrcn will loo© ssost of its energy and it will, tS-tovefoa?©* 

always be operating on tbs- lower part of the argon em’v'O of 

Pirj.iv© s.# Hie ©leefcrciss sill savor have ever 4 or 5 volts 

•energy until they are loss titan one^fourth the cylindrical 

iodine free® the center of the wire* Since in tills voltage 

x^gioa tim probability of asking a collision with an argon 

niton is very es&aXX* the drift velocity of the electrons will 

be greatly Increased and the ftKmcsioiia i-jentionei above will 

become less significant* Hils is proved by tli© results 

shows in Graphs % 5* and 4*. 

Use results of tli© ■ se rt of tlas expertoent 

show that Hit) counter voltage ©boson for operation lias no 
r 

notifiable effect on Hie half width to moan energy ratios* 

If a high signal to noiso ratio is desired* it t® best to 

operate m high as poosiblo in tbo proportional region sine© 

operating at a tmm? voltage does not irapreve the half width 

to mean energy ratio While it does give a lower signal to 

noise ratio* If a constant gas amplification is essential, 

it is boat to sacrifice the high signal to noise ratio sad 

operate on. fee part of the proportional curve tiiere the 

chango of pic sjaplifieetion with the ccsastcr voltage is .sot 

so critical* It can be concluded fresa Hie results of the 

oxperisaent. .that these are fee only ims factors that seed be 

considered* 
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